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1. Data 

Measuring accuracy 
Mean squcre error 
of a direction measured in two telescope 
positions 
of a treble repeated angle using face left 
and right procedure 

for a distance of 100 m 
with the constant 100 
with the constant 200 
for the difference in height 
distance 
w ith the constant 10 
with the constant 20 
w ith the constant 50 
with the constant 100 

et 100 m 

± 3" (10cc) 

± 1" (3cc) 

+ 0.10 m ± 0.20 m 

+ 0.03 m + 0.05 m + 0.10 m ± 0.15 m 

Telescope 
Telescope image Erect end true-to-side 
Magnification 
Free objective diameter 
Telescope length 
Angle of field of view 
Fie!d of vi ew at 1 km distance 
$hortest sighting distance 
langest sighting distance (1-cm staff) 
for estimation to + 0.5 mm 
for reading to ± 0.5 cm 

Multiplication constant (ranges) 
Distance curves 
constant 100 Z= 
constant 200 z= 
Height curves 
constant 10 z= 

45° ... 135° 
45° . .. 135° 

83°'.' 97° 

X25 
40 mm 
222 m 

1.25° 
22 m 

3 rn 

= 100 m 
= .350 m 

( 509 ... 1509) 
( 509 ... 1509) 

( 929 .. . 1089) 
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constant 20 

constant 50 

constant 100 

z = 79° . . . 85° ( 889 . . . 949) 
and 95° ... 101° (1069 ... 1129) 
z= 64° ... 79° ( 719 ... 889) 

and 101° ... 116° (1129 ... 1299) 
z = 46° . . . 64° ( 519 . . . 719) 
and 116° ... 134° (1299 ... 1499) 

Addition constant 

Optical sights 
Range 

Vertical index stabilisation 
Working range of pendulum 
Mean setting accuracy 
Setting time 

Spirit levels 
Angular value for bubble movement of 2 mm 
Tubular level 
Circular level 
Telescope level (with optical sight) 
fv!ean square error per 1 km double levelling 
Graduated eire/es 
Horizontal circle 
Diameter of graduation 
Graduation interva l of circle 
Graduation interval of scale 
Estimation to 
Magnification cf microscope 
Vertical circle 
Diameter of graduation 
Graduation interval of circle 
Graduation interval of scale 
Estimation to 
Magnification of microscope 
Measuring range for zenith angles 
Telescope position 1 (face left) 

0 

o ... oo 

+ 4' (Be) 
±-1,, (3cc) 

< 1 sec. 

20" 
8' 

20" 
± 3 mm 

86 mm 
1 ° (19) 
1' (1 c) 

0.1' (0.2c) 
X7o 

86 mm 
1 ° (19) 
1'(Jc) 

0.2' (0.25c) 
X5a 

43° ... 142° ( 4 89 ... 1589) 
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Telescope position II (face right) 
316° . . • 210° (3529 ... 2339) 

Built-in optical plummet 
Focusing of graticule and ground point 
i ndependently 
Magnification 
Focusing range 
Centering accuracy at 1.5 m 
(mean of two positions) 

lnterchangeable optical plummet 
Focusing of graticule and ground point 
independently 
Magnification 
Focusing range 
Centering accuracy at 1.5 m 
(mean of two positions) 
Centering rod 
Centering accuracy 
Angular va lue for 2 mm bubble movement 
of the circular level 

Compasses 

Tubular compass 
Length of need!e 
Mean directional accuracy 

Circular compass 
Diameter of graduation 
Graduation interval 
Mean directional accuracy 

Dimensions (mm) 

Height of instrument 
Height of trunnion axis 
Diameter of central stud for self-centering 
(TGL 34-133, DIN 18719) 

x2.1 
0.5 m ... 00 

± 0.3 mm 

X 2.5 
0.5 m , ., 00 

± 0.2 mm 

± 1 mm 

8' 

88 mm 
± 3' (± 6c) 

60 mm 
1° (19) 

± 0.1° (± 0.19) 

295 
224 

34 
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Metal container 
Tripod 3v (telescopic legs) 
T ripod 3s (rigid legs) 
Length cf DAHLTA staff 
Total length 
F olded 

Weights (kg) 
Instrument 
Metal container 
Carrying device (shoulder straps) 
Tripod 3v (telescopic legs) 
Tripod 3s (rigid legs) 
DAHLTA staff 

2. Application 

400 X 220 X 170 
1000 ... 1570 

1485 

4000 
2020 

4.7 
4.4 
0.3 
5.8 
7.0 
4.4 

The Self-reducing Tacheometer DAHLTA 010 A is as a uni-
versal instrument suitable for all surveying werk, permitting 
a mean square error up to ± 3" or ± 10cc, respectively, for 
a direction measured once in both telescope positions, f.ace 
left and face right. 

lts principle fi elds of use are : 
-· Topography 
- Engineering tacheometry 
- T rigonometric surveys and traversing 

DAHLTA 010 A with telescope level for: 
- Technical levelling 

DAHLTA 010 A with Plotting Table KARTI fo r semi-a utomatic 
plotting in: 
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Engineering tacheometry 
Topographie tacheometry 
Supplementary surveys for aerial photogra ph s 
Cad astral surveys 

Mean square error at a di stance of 

for the distance 
with the constant 100 
with the constant 200 
for the difference in height 
with the constant 10 
with the constant 20 
with the constant 50 
with the consta nt 100 

3. Description 

1 Optical sight for rough sighting 
2 Holder stud for compass 
3 Stop for compass 
4 Telescope focusing ring 

100 m : 

5 Eyepiece for reading the graduated circles 
6 Telescope eyepiece 

+ 0.10 m ± 0.20 m 

+ 0.03 m + 0.05 m + 0.10 m ± 0.15 m 

7 Optical sight for rough sighting with centre mark fo r 
roof plumbing 

8 Stop lever for repetition clamp 
9 Clamping Jever for repetition clamp 

10 Repetition clamp 
11 Clamping screw for central stud to fasten the 

instru ment in the levelling base 
12 Bli_nd screws for threads of the plotting table adapter 
13 M1rror for daylight illumination of ci rcles 
14 Te!escope objective 
15 Eyepiece of the optical plummet 
16 Footscrews for levelling the instrument 
17 Spring plate of the levelling base with threads (M 16 

and 5/8") fo r attachment screw 
18 Base plate of the levelling base 
19 Hexagonal screws fo r regulating the tension of tripod 

legs 
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20 Attachment screw AS 1 for connecting the instrument to 
tripod 

~1 Wire hook for p lumb line suspension 
22 Hexagonal screws for clamping the wooden pegs of 

tripod 
23 Tripod head 
24 Slow-motion screw for telescope tilt 
25 Horizontal slow-motion screw 
26 Clamping lever for horizontal movement 
27 Knob for masking the vertical circle image in the 

rea ding microscope 
28 Clamping lever for telescope tilt 
29 Marking point of the trunnion axis 
30 Nipple (screw for regulating the telescope tilting 

clamp behind) 
31 Adju sting screws for tubular level 
32 Circu lar level 
33 Adju st ing screws for circular level 
34 Circle setting device for horizontal circle 
35 Security leve r of circle settin g device 
36 Level unit 
37 Tubular level 
38 Steep sighting prisms 
39 llluminating device (flame proof) 
40 Switch of illuminating device 
41 Clips of illuminating device 
42 Locking sc rew for compass needle 
43 Tubular compass 
44 Capstan screws for fastening the housing tubes 
45 Push-button for engaging and disengag_ing the stop (3) 
46 Ad justing screws for telescope level 
47 Tel escope level 
48 Protective cap of circular compass 
49 Locking screw for swing circle of c ircular compass 
50 Fa stening screws for protective cap 
51 Reading rnagnifier 
52 Focusing ring of optical plummet 
53 Optica l plummet for grou nd and roof point plumbing 

70 

54 Knob for changing over from ground to roof poi nt 
plumbing · 

55 Eyepiece of optical plummet 
56 Adjusting screws for graticule of optical plummet 
57 Centering rod 
58 Circular level of centering rod 
59 Push-button to fix the cente ring rod 
60 Screw for readjusting the clamping pressure of the 

horizontal movement 
61 Lid (covering screw 60) 
62 Screw for readjusting the clamping pressure of the 

telescope tilt 
63 Hole for tran smi tting the cl.amping pressure of t he 

telescope tilt 
64 Lever for transmitting the clamping pressu re of the 

telescope tilt 
65 Bolt for transmitting the clamping pressure of th e 

horizontal movement 
66 Lever for transmitting the clamping pressure of th e 

horizontal movement 
67 Eccenter for masking the vertical circle image 
68 Fastening screws for adjustment of the diagram circle 
69 Eccenter bolt for adjustment of the diagram circle 
70 Hole for transmitting the clamping pressure of the 

horizontal movement 
71 Follawer for masking the vertical circle image 
72 Bolt for transmitting the clamping pressure of the 

telescope tilt 
73 Adjusting weights of the pendulum 
74 Locking• screws for limiting the stops of the pendu lum 
75 Stops for limiting the swing of the pendulum • 
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4. Use 

4. 1. Setting-up 
- Take instrument out of contoiner 
- Place instrument on tripod 
- Screw attachment screw (20) loosely into spring plate (17) 
In case of considerable difference between temperature of 
the place of storage of the instrument and the outdoor 
temperature, allow the instrument to adjust itself to the new 
conditions in as many minutes as the two temperatures differ 
from another in centigrade. 

4.2. Centering 

4.2.1 . Centering with built-in optical plummet 

- Place t ri pod with instrument approximately above ground 
point 
- Level instrument according to circular level (32) by means 
of footscrews (16) 
- Focu s optica l plummet on graticule by turning the 
eyep iece (15) and on ground point by pulling the eyepiece 
towards the observer 
- Correct displacements between li nes on graticule and 
ground point according to section 4.2 .2. , if required. 

4.2.2. Centering with interchangeable optical plummet 
Use the hollow-drilled attachment screw AS 1, or when using 
the attachment screw AS 4 unscrew the hook for centering 
rod. Use a screwdriver (clockwi se turning) to unscrew the 
hcok. 
- Place tripocl with levell ing base approximately above 
grou nd point or under roof point, respectively. 
- Insert optical plummet (53) into levell ing ba se, and fasten 
clomping screw (11) 
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- Precentre according to 4.2.3, or as follows: 
- Centre the tubular levels (prelevelling) 
- Focus optical plummet on gr.aticule by turning the 
eyepiece (55) and on ground or roof point (knob <54>) by 
turning the focusing ring (52), sharp and parallax-free 
- Correct displacements between graticule lines and station 
point as follows: 
At ground points (Fig. 29): Correct displacement D by the 
value of m · D by means of the three footscrews (16) 
At roof points (Fig. 30): Enlarge displacement D by the 
v.alue of m • D by means of the three footscrews 
The factor m results according to 

sighting distance 
m = height of instrumenl 

at which no decimals are used. (As one can see, in most 
cases m will be 1 and is therefore of no importance. 
In these cases no prelevelling is required). 
- After that eliminate deflections of the tubular levels 
approximately by pushing the tripod legs into the ground, 
by shortening or lengthening them or by moving them 
inward or outward 

Fine centering: 
- Exact levelling by means of the footscrews 
- For exact centering displace instrument parallel on the 
tripod head: 
1. along the direction of two footscrews 
2. in the direction of the third footscrew 

lf necessary level and centre again 
Check by rotating the instrument through 180° (2009). In 

case of displacement set on to the mean 
- Each individual instrument has to be levelled again after 
being inserted into the centered levelling base. The self-
centering remains. 
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4.2.3. Centering with line plummet 

- Piece tripod with instrument approximately above ground 
or underneath roof point 
- Hook in line plummet 
- Rough centering by sho rtening or lengthening the tripod 
legs, exact centering by displacing the instrument parallel 
on the tripod head (23) 
Centering above ground point is independent of the level-
ling of the instrument. 
In case of roof point centering, suspend the line plummet 
in the overhead point, and proceed analogously by means 
of the centering point (7) with the telescope horizontally in 
telescope position II (face right, reading of the vertical 
circle 270° (3009}} , 

4.2.4. Centering with centering rod 

The telescopic centering rod (Fig. 22) permits exact center-
ing in the simplest and fastest manner in all wind conditions 
(± 1 mm). In this case, centering is absolutely independent 
of the levell ing of the instrument. The centering rod also 
permits easy reading of the tripod height from the ground 
point to the tripod head. 224 mm (height of the trunnion 
axis) must be added to the centering rod reading if the 
instrument height up to the trunnion axis is calculated . 
- Set instrument approximately vertically above ground 
point 
- Set point of centering rod to ground point 
- Actuate push-button (59), and put upper sleeve of center-
ing rod over plug-in cylinder of the hook. (The special 
attachment screw AS 4 is supplied together with the center-
ing rod.) 
- Eliminate greater deflection of circular level (58) of cen -
tering rod by pushing the tripod legs into the ground, by 
moving them inward or outward , or by shortening or 
lengthening them . 
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- Exact centering above ground point is possible by 
displacing the instrument on tripod head until circular level 
is centered 
- Check adjustment by turning outer tube with circular level 
through 180° (2009) 
- Adjust half of a sma ll deviation of circular level 
(1 . .. 3 mm) by shifting the instrument on tripod head 
Centering is now absolutely precise. larger deviations 
require the circular level to be adjusted according to paro -
graph 5.9. . . . . 
lf drain or other pipes w1th rnternal d1ameter exceedrng 
2 cm are used for ground point marking, plug them with a 
wooden cone. 
Removing the centering rod: 
- Pu sh outer tube upward to indexing position, press lock-
ing push-button, and withdraw rod from the hook . 
- Prior to changing the position, remove the centerrng rod 
from the hook and fasten it to the holding devi ce on the 
tripod leg. 

4.3. Levelling 
- Use footscrews (16) to level the instrument coarsely accord-
ing to circular level (32) 
- Set tubular level (37) parallel to a line connecting two 
footscrews, and centre bubble by turning these screws in 
opposite directions 
- Rotate instrument through 90° (1009) and center tubulor 
bubble again, using the third footscrew (See also para-
graph 5.1.) 
(The level bubble follows the movement of rotation of the 
right-hand forefinger.) 

4.4. Illumination 
Horizontal and vertical circles are illuminated together. 

4.4.1. Daylight illumination 
Tilt and turn the lighting mirror (13) to set it with respect 
to the most favourable direction of light incidence. 
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4.4.2 Illumination with illuminating device (39) 

The illuminating device can be used for field work and un-
derground surveys as weil (flame proof). 

Attaching the illuminating device to the instrument: 
- Press in clips (41) of illuminating device and attach illu-
minating device to holder of illuminating window 
- Release clips 
- Switch on illumination (Position of switch : left = "off", 
right = "on") 
- Using wire release, turn switch into position "off" 
- By pressing the switch (40) in and turning the same to the 
right continuous illumination is switched on 
In case of using a wire release with locking device conti-
nuous illumination is possible too. 
The illuminating device works by four 1.5 V penlight 
batteries (14.5 mm 0, 50.5 mm long; type R6 - TGL 7487) . 

4.5. Focusing the graticule and image sharpness 

- Direct telescope to the bright, or hold a sheet of white 
paper obliquely in front of the objective 
- Use eyepiece (6) to focus the crosslines 
Turn eyepiece from + to - but do not set it too far to the 
negative direction to ovoid eye strain. 
- Memorize diopter setting for subsequent focusing. (One 
notch resp. the space between two notches = 1 dioptric.) 
- Sharply focus telescope image by means of focusing 
ring (4) 
(Telescope image, cross line and diagram must simul-
taneously appear sharply focused and must not show any 
relative displacement when the observer moves his head 
(paral lax-free focusing)) 
- Sharply focu s microscope image by turning the eyepiece 
(5). 
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4.6. Sighting and steep sighting 

- Release horizontal and vertical clamping by pushing' 
cl amping levers (26, 28) against each other at the ends 
opposite the slow-motion screws 
- Point telescope at target with the aid of optical sight (1, 7) 
- Tighten horizontal and vertical clamping by pushing 
clamping levers (26, 28) against each other at the ends fac -
ing the slow-motion screws 
(Cl.amping levers may be operated independently as weil. 
lt is recommended to operate them simultaneously.) 
- Preci se setting on target point by means of slow-motion 
screws (24, 25). 
(The last rotation should always be clockwise for horizontal 
slow- motion {25) and anti-clockwise for telescope tilt (24) ). 
The optical path through the point of intersection formed by 
the vertical line and the base curve is the sighting axis. The 
telescope forms an upright image true-to -s ide. 
The optical sights (1, 7) for pointing also allow sightings 
wi thout parallax over short distances, e. g. centering work . 
The measuri ng range of the DAHLTA 010 A for zenith 
distances is 43° . . . 142° (489 . .. 1589) in teiescope position 
1 (face left) and 210° .. . 316° (2339 ... 3529) in telescope 
pos ition II (face right) . Steep sighti ng prisms for the 
telescope and th e reading microscope can be attached forl 
easier sighting and reading at steep angles. Th e prism for' 
the reading microscope does not alter the circle images. 
The prism for the telescope eyepiece is fitted with a swing -
out dark filter gla ss for sighting at the sun. 
lf these attachments fit too loosely, press their split .,sleeves 
together so that the prisms seat firmly on the eyepieces . 

4.7. Reading the horizontal and vertical circle 

The field of vision of the reading microscope shows in its 
lower section the indication of horizontal circle (Hz), and in 
its upper section that of the vertical circle (V) . The whole 
degree is that number whose graduation is within the minu-
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tes scale. Read the minutes from this graduation line, and 
estimate the fractions of minute. 
Routine measurements of horizontal angles permit the 
indication of the vertical circle to be switched off by the 
knob (27) being turned. Possible remaining collimation, 
vertical index, trunnion axis, and eccentricity errors of the 
upper section can be eliminated by measuring in both 
telescope positions (face left, face right). Between both 
measurements the position of the circle should be left 
unaltered or only slightly changed by some degrees. For 
simple work, such as tacheometry, tilting axis and eccentri-
city errors are adequately eliminated by our factory adjust-
ment. Collimation and vertical index errors can be adjusted 
occording to paragraphs 5.2. and 5.3. 

4.8. Setting the horizontal c:ircle 

4.8.1. Setting the horizontal circle by means of the repetition 
clamp 
The horizontal circle is positively connected to the upper 
part of the instrument by depressing the clamping Jever (9) 
of the repetition clamp. Thus, the circle follows the rotation 
of the upper part of the instrument, i. e. the circle reading 
remains unchanged. 
Slight pressure on the stop lever (8) towards the vertica l 
axis releases this connection. When not in use, the repeti -
tion damp should always be open. 
One should take care that clamping and releasing are care-
fully performed in vertical direction (do not apply any latera l 
force). 
Prevent the clamping Jever from jumping upwards by damp-
ing the movement with the finger. 

4.8.1.1. Setting on initial direction 
- Turn the upper part of the instrument while the stop Jever 
(8) is depressed until an approximation of the desired read -
ing becomes visible in the microscope eyepiece. 
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- Depress clamping lever (26) for horizontal movement into 
clamping posi t ion. 
- Use horizontal slow-motion screw (25) to set the desired 
reading precisely. 
- Depress clamping lever (9) of repetition clamp 
- Release clamping lever for horizontal movement, and 
accurately sight at the target point according to paragraph 
4.6, 
- Open repetition clamp by depressing stop lever 
- Check sighting and reading ! 

4.8.1.2. Mechanical transfer of direction 
Particularly in tacheometric traverse work, it es recom-
mended to orient the circle at each station, in order to 
obtain the oriented directians immediately for all directions' 
read: 
- Orient circle in face-left position at the start of measure-
ment to a given direction or with the aid of a compass (see 
4.11.2.) 
- Prior to change of station, sight the next station point 
with the telescope in face-right position and depress clamp-
ing lever (9) of repetition clamp 
- Change position with the circle being clamped 
- At the new station point precisely sight at first at the pre-
vious station point in face left position 
- Release clamping lever of the repetition clamp by means 
of the stop lever 
The horizontal circle is now automatically oriented .• Using 
this method of transferring a direction, not only the subse-
quent office work is facilitated, but any possible reading 
errors are not transferred to the subsequent directions. 

4.8.1.3 . Angle measurement by repetition 

When measuring individual angles with the DAHLTA 010 A 
one can obtain high accuracy at low effort by using the 
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repetition method. Thus, we recommend this method 
especially for measuring parall,actic angles during optical 
distance measurement with subtense bar: 
- At any circle setting sight left-hand target, and take exact 
reading (Reading ao), 
- Sight right-hand target 
- Take circle reading for checking purposes (Reading a1). 
The single angle amounts to A1 = a1 - ao 
- Depress damping lever (9) 
- Sight again left-hand target (Reading a1 remain s 
unaltered) 
- Press stop lever (8), and sight right-hand target 
(Reading .a2 is not taken). Depending on the number of 
repetitions one obtains a3, a, ... a . After the nth repeti-
tion in direction of graduation, precisely read the horizontal 
circle (Reading Onl after having sighted at the right-hand 
target. 
- Form the arithmetical mean 

an - ao 
A., = ----

n 

Release repetition clamp and transit telescope 
Sight right-hand target again 
Take horizontal circle reading 

This reading differs from the preceding one by approxima -
tely 180° (2009). 
- Measure the angle analogously by applying n repetition s 
to the left, contrary to the sense of the circle numbering. 
The final reading after sighting the left target differs by 
opproximately 180° (2009) from the initial reading. 

Afte r finding A j , form the arithmetical mean 

A 
A, + A1 

2 
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1 
j 

single angle 
angle resulting from repetition to the right 
angle resulting from repetition to the left 
angle resulting from n-fold repetition to the right and 
n-fold repetition to the left 

n number of repetitions 
Telescope transit between right-hand and left-hand repeti -
tion is not necessory in case of parallactic angle measure -
ment. 
(Repeat reading in the middle for checking purposes!) 
In general, three-fold repetition in either direction will be 
sufficient to reach a mean square angular accuracy of 
± 1" (± 3cc). 

4.8.2 Circle setting device 
On special request the DAHLTA 010 A will be supplied with 
a circle setting device instead of the repetition clamp. In 
t his case, the horizontal circle can be rotated by means of 
o geor drive. The pinion of the drive (34) is spring loaded 
to keep it alwoys disengoged to prevent the knob from 
being depressed. By turning the security lever down, de -
pressing and rotating the knob, ony horizontal circle read -
ing can be set. 

4.9. Measuring distances and heights 
4.9.1. Measuring distances and heights with diagram lines 
Distances and heights are measured only in telescope po-
sition 1 (face left) in which the diagram lines are visible. 
Reducing curves are visible in addition to the stationary 
ve rticol line which ha s been loid out as single line above 
t he bose curve ond os a double line below it. In the upper 
pa rt of the field of vision the non-designated distance curve 
w ith the constant 100 is situated and, below the base curve, 
the distance curve with the constant 200. The height curves 
with the constants ± 10, ± 20, ± 50, and ± 100, visible 
occording to the telescope tilt, are terminated by the point 
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of intersection with the distance curve with the exception of 
the height curve ± 10 which is particularly convenient for 
calculating differences in height. 
The measurement of distances and heights is possible with 
the DAHLTA staff as weil as with any other levelling o r 
tacheometric staff. The block zero mark of the DAHLTA staff 
is 1.4 above the staff foot. The centimeter graduation 
(wedge-shaped lines) is block or red to either side, begin -
ning at the main mark, in intervals of 1 metre. The figures 
are upright. 
Reading below the zero mark requires the negative sig n 
according to the mathematical methods for levelling and 
for distance measurement according to Reichenbach. 
- Set DAHLTA staff vertically above ground point to be 
plotted. Field rods can be used for positioning the staff in 
correct and precise vertical position according to the 25' 
c ircular level 
- Direct vertical line of telescope grat icule to the rniddl e 
of the staff 
- Set base curve to zero rnark 
- Register this normal sighting height of 1.4 rn or - e. g. in 
case of sight disturbance - any other height (if possibl e 
rounded) into the field book. 
lt must be considered when the measurernent is evaluated . 
lf a cornmon levelling or tacheometric staff is used, set the 
base curve also to a round decimeter value of the staff, and 
proceed analogously to measuring with the DAHLTA staff. 
Precise height measuring requires correct levelling of th e 
instrument. (An error of 2 graduation intervals of bubble 
run in the direction of observation results in a height erro r 
of 2 cm in a distance of 100 m.) 
- Read staff at the point of intersection of distance curve 
and vertical line. 
The horizontal di stan ce is 
s = kE · IE 
wherein 
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kE is the pertaining constant 100 or 200 of the correspond-
ing distance curve and 
IE the staff section between the base curve and the cor-

respondingly used distance curve. 
The distance curve with the constant 200 should be used 
only in exceptional cases (sight disturbances, insufficient 
staff length). When using this curve, either set the base 
curve to the zero mark and read the distance curve with the 
constant 200 at the staff section below it, or set the distance 
curve to the zero mark and read at the base curve. The first 
possibility should be used only for short distances as long 
as the lower limitation beam of the parallactic angle, deter-
mined by distance curve, has distance enough to the 
ground. 
Read the staff at the point of intersection of one of the 
height curves with the vertical line analogously to reading 
with the distance curve 100. The difference in height 
between the tilting axis of the instrument and the target 
point results with correct sign from 
h = kH IH 
wherein 
kH is the corresponding constant + 10, + 20, + 50, + 100 
or - 10, - 20, - 50, - 100 of the pertaining height curve 
and 
IH the staff section between the base curve and this height 
curve. The heights Hp of the ground points result from the 
fo llowing : 
At first add the height H; of the instrument station point 
a nd the difference between instrument height ancf staff 
sighting height v (normal sighting 1.4 m). Generally, this 
difference (i - v) will amount to a few centimetres only. To 
find the heights H,:, of the ground points, add the corre-
spondingly measured differences in height h to this calculat-
ing height H' = H; + (i - v) which is constant for the entire 
position . 
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Example for a distance and height measurement : 

horizontal distance 5 0.292 · 100 - 29.2 m 
or 0.146 · 200 - 29.2 m 

height difference h 
height of station point 
of instrument 

d ifference between instru ment 
height i = 1.45 m and staff 

sighting height v = 1.40 m 
calculating height 
H' = H; + (i - v) 
height difference measured 

height of the ground point 

0.217 · (+ 20) - + 4.34 m 

H , 217.50 m 

(i - v) = + 0.05 m 

217.55 m 
- ~ __ +4.34 m 

Hp = 221 .89 m 

4.9.2. Distance measurement wi th Subtense Bar 2 m 

Th e measurement of a parallacti c angle between the en d 
marks of the Invar subtense bar is carried out by means of 
angle measuremen t according to the repetition method. 
This gives without reduction the true horizontal di stance as 
a function of the variable parallactic angle and the constan t 
of the basic length of the subtense bar: The distances can 
be read off the supplied distance table (10-T 4009/ 
360°-186-9 or 10-T 360° ft 186a-2, resp.) without involving 
any ca lculation. At standard temperature the sub tense bar 
will have a length of 2,000 mm ± 0.05 mm. As the length 
of the subtense bar is cons tant in normal ranges of tempe -
rature, a length correction according to temperature 
influence is not required . 
For the measurement of short di stances one arm of th e 
subtense bar can be dispensed with, giving a 1 metre base. 
As its targets can be illuminated the subtense bar can be 
used at night or underground. 
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4.9.2.1 . Measuring procedure 
- Center subtense bar and level it according to its circular' 
level 
- With the collimator sight to the instrument 
- Check the staff setting th rough the telescope of the 
DAHLTA 010 A. (Through the telescope one will see a verti-
cal white line in the collimator at the staff. Same will be 
bent if the staff is not exactly directed to the instrument. 
The staff is sufficiently adjusted if the bent line is just 
visible.) 
- Measure (as described in 4.8.1.3.) with the DAHLTA010A 
in one telescope position only the parallactic angle by three 
repetitions each in both directions 
4.9.2.2. Measuring technique 
Depending on the accuracy to be achieved and according 
to the distance, there are several methods of po5itioning the 
5Ubten5e bar to be observed. 
fhe following technique5 have to be considered: 
a) Mea5uring without 5ub-dividing the leg (Fig. 16) 
The 5Ubtense bar i5 placed at one end and the instrument 
at the other end of the "leg" to be mea5ured. From the 
horizontal angle Y1 subtended between the two end target5 
of the subtense bar b one receives the horizontal distance 
51 according to: 

51 - cot -2'..!..._ 
2 2 

b) Measuring with Subtense Bar in the middle of the leg 
(Fig. 17) 
Set the subten5e bar roughly in the middle of the leg, and 
measure both sections of the leg as described in a)~ The 
total horizontal distance s2 results from 

S? = kot + cot ~) 
- 2 2 2 

Any deviation in the mid-distance position of the su btense 
bar from the line of sight between both ends of the leg 
must not exceed s:z/400. 
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c) Measuring with "Satellite" base at one end of the leg 
(Fig. 18) 
A "Satellite" base b' e is set at one end at right-angle to 

the leg s3; length of b' e = (b~-~ Pace "Satellite" base 
b' e· Place one tripod each with levelling base and instru-
rnent or subtense bar, respectively, at the end points of the 
"Satellite" base b' e· Measure first the subtense angle Y ,, 
between the outer base marks and then link into the 
traverse network by taking the angle a. Replace instrurnent 
and subtense bar at the end points of „Satellite" base b'e 
by targets and rneasure Y5 with the sarne accuracy as 1' 4· 

The horizontal distance s3 results with 

b' e 

frorn 

b 
2 

6'6 sin (a + Ys) 

sin Ys 

The "Satellite" base b' e can be used for rneasuring two 
adjacent legs, laying down the base at half the inner angle 
between the two sections instead of at right-angles to one 
of thern. 
d) Measuring with "Satellite" base in the middle of the leg 
(Figs. 19 and 20) 
"Satellite" base of a length of b' m = 0.6 y b • S4 is laid 
down roughly in the middle of s4 (Figs. 19 and 20) and with 
the aid of a double pentagon prism, set at right-angles to 
sr,, Measure angles ra, Y1, Y8· 
Calculate: 

b'm = b 
2 

by the arrangement shown in Fig. 19: 
s4 = s r + s v = b' m ( ctg Y 7 + ctg Y 8 l 
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or as in Fig. 20: 
b'm Y1 Ys 

s, = - - ktg - + ctg - l 
' 2 2 2 

Adopting the methods a) to d) the probable errors in dis-
tance measurement are shown in the following table, where 
b = 2 metres and my = ± 1" = ± 3cc. 

1 
Method ol Ro:J 1 bl Rod cl Satellite 

1 

dl Satellrte 

1 used af end 1 in middle at end in middle 
length 1 1 

s 1 i b' !__::.:_/~ msl ms2 ms3 
1 

e 

1 

1 

m cm cm cm 
1 

m cm 1 
m 

50 0.6 
1 1 80 1.6 0.6 

100 7 0.9 0.5 14 1 ___ 1_ 

150 4 2.0 0.9 17 0.6 1J 
200 9.7 3.4 1.4 21 0.8 13 
300 7.6 2.5 25 1.6 15 ---------:-
400 14 3.9 29 2.4 1 17 
500 5.4 33 3.0 19 
800 11 42 6.5 1 24 

1000 l 15 ~ /~ '--;;-
Hence the following summary of the various methods shows 
the most suitab le methods to measure within the range of 
0 to 800 metres: 
Method 
a) Rod at end of leg 
b) Rod in the middle 
c) "Satellite" base at end of leg 
d) "Satellite" base in the middle of leg 

Measuring 
up to 100 

100 to 200 
200 to 400 
400 to 800 

ronge 
metres 
metres 
metres 
metres 
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4.1 O. Attaching a telescope level 
In telescope position 1 (face left), a telescope level with 
mirror and optical sight (Fig. 12) can be screwed on to the 
te lescope, if it has not been supplied together with the 
instrument. 
- Unscrew the fastening screws, and remove the optical 
sight (1) 
- Attach telescope level with optical sight 
- Fasten slightly with screws 
- Sight to a distant point with the crosshairs of the 
telescope graticule 
- Adjust optical sight including telescope level according 
to it. Thus, the intersectional error of the level is eliminated 

Tighten fastening screws 
- Adjust telescope level as described in paragraph 5.5. 

4.11. Attaching and using the compasses 

4.11.1 . Circular compass (Fig.13) 
- Set circulor compass on holder stud (2) 
- Depress push-button (45) and swing compass up to stop 
(3) 
- Release push-button 
Should the circular compass remain on the instrument in 
case of angle measurements in both telescope positions by 
turning the telescope through 180° (2009), one should 
proceed as follows: 
After depressing the stop (45), swing-out circular compass 
by approximately 180° (2009) and hold it firmly in this posi-
tion. Turn telescope and swing compass back into former 
position. The compass card should freely move only when 
carring out observations. Otherwise lock by turning the lock-
ing screw (49) in clockwise direction up to stop. 
When the vertical axis is vertical, the released compass 
card must swing parwllel to the damping ring. Small devia -
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tions can be eliminated by displacing the sliding weights 
on the card spokes. The card is accessible after loosening 
the three screws (50) holding the protective cap (48) and 
after removing this cap. Balance, if possible, in a closed 
roo m, and eliminate the disturbing influence of ferrou s 
elements or D. C. lines. 
Take out and replace cir·cle in locking position only. 

4. 11.2. T ubular compass 

- Set tubular compass on holder stud (2) 
- Depress push button (45) and swing compass up to stop 
(3) 
- Release push button 
The needle should freely move only when carrying out 
observations. Otherwise lock by turning the locking screw 
(42) in clockwise direction up to stop. 
- Bring the needle ends into coincidence by horizonta l 
rotation of the DAHLTA 010 A. 
When the vertical axis is vertical, the freely movable needle 
must be horizontal. Thi s is the case if the rear needle end 
just begins to ,appear obove the lower limitation of the field 
cf vision . Eliminate deviations by displacing the sliding 
weight on the needle: 
Lock needle. Remove the two tubulor sections after loosen-
ing the three capstan screws (44) on the middle part of 
the compass. Balance, if possible, in a closed room, and 
el iminate the disturbing influence of fer-rous elements and 
D . C. lines. When displacing the sliding weights, the needle 
should be locked. Orientation of the horizontal circle with 
res pect to the zero direction of the geodetic co-ordinate 
system is carried out by means of the tubular compass : 

Adjust the needle declination at the horizontal circle. 
- Fix the circle reading by depressing the clamping lever (9) 
- Rotate DAHLTA 010 A until the needle ends of the 
compass coincide 
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- Again release the repetition clamp by pressing the stop 
lever (8). 
Needle declination is determined by means of a known 
d irection: 
- Adjust the given heading at the horizontal circle and 
depress clamping lever (9) 
- Sight at the given target 
- Release stop Jever (8) 
- Rotate the upper section of the instrument until the 
tu bu lar compass is oriented 
- Now the horizontal circle indicates the needle declination. 

4.12. Pocking 

Remove attachments from the instrument 
Arra nge the telescope with its objective facing downward 
Slightly tighten clamping Jever (28) for telescope tilt 
Release clamping lever (26) 
Depress stop lever (8) 
Push in eyepiece (15) of optical plummet 
Loosen attäch ment screw (20) 
Now arrange the instrument in the container base 

acco rding to Fig. 3 

5. Checking and adjustment 

Maladjustment is nearly impossible because of the protected 
arrangement of all sensitive elements in the instrument. 
Adjust only when it is really necessary to eliminate an erro r. 
After adjustment, again fasten the adjustment screws 
moderately light. We recommend that when major disadjust-
ments are apparent, e. g. after accidents, to send the 
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instrument to any of our recog nized workshops, our agency 
or direct to us for correction. 
The following order of adjustment should be followed ! 

5.1. Tubular and circular level 
Both levels are situated on one common base plate, By 
turning the adjustment screws (31) of the tubular level both 
levels move simultaneously. Because of this, adjust the 
t ubular level first and then the circular level if larger errors 
occur. 
- By turning the upper section cf the instrument bring 
tubular level (37) into the direction cf two footscrews 
- Center by turning these footscrews in opposite directions 
- Rotate upper section cf DAHL TA 010 A by 90° (1009) 
- Again center by means cf the third footscrew. 
- Rotate upper section cf instrument by 180° (2009), and 
elimi nate one half cf deflection by means cf the footscrew, 
and the other half by means cf the adjusting screws (31) 
- Repeat the procedure, if required 
- New, the vertical axis is vertical. Eliminate a possible 
error cf the circular lever with its adjusting screws 33) 
De not adjust minor deflections cf the tubular level. One 
half cf them should be eliminated by use cf the footscrews; 
the other half will be considered as bubble centre displace -
ment. 

5.2. Lateral collimation error 
Th e lateral collimation error h.as been eliminated by adjust-
ment during manufacture. The design makes it nearly 
impossible that a lateral collimation error occurs. PGssible 
remaining errors can be eliminated by observation in two 
telescope positions for accurate directional measuring. 

5.3. Vertical index 
5.3. 1. Func tion of th e outomatic vertical index stab i lisation 

Preci sely level the instrument according to paragraph 4.3 . 
lt is preferable to set one of the footscrews approximately 
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in a line between the vertical axis and a distinctly marked 
distant point 

Sight at this distant point 
- Read the vertical circle 
- Use the abovementioned footscrew to incline the instru-
ment into the direction of measurement until the vertical 
circle reading has changed by up to 4' 
- Newly sighting at the distant point must result in the 
same initial vertical circle reading . 
Send the instrument to any of our recognized service 
workshops, our agency or direct to us for correction in case 
of deviations occuring. 
The ticking noise during transport of the instrument results 
from the pendulum ru nning against the two stops and 
indicates that the pendulum swings freely, i. e. that it is 
functionally reliable. 

5.3.2. Vertical index error 
The optical path through the point of intersect ion of the ver-
tical line and the base curve serves as sighting axis. The 
vertical circle indication should amount to 90° (1009) at 
horizontal sighting axis and freely swinging vertical index 
pendulum. Vertical index errors can be detected and elimi -
nated a s fol l ows: 
- Measure the zenith angle in both telescope positions to 
a distinctly marked distant point situated not too high. The 
mean from the first reading and the difference between 360° 
(4009) and the second reading is the correc t distance 
- Again sight at target in telescope position 1 (face left) 
and se t the correct zenith distance by shifting the adjusting 
weights (73) of the vertical index pendulum 
- For this purpose, unscrew the screws of the left-hand 
cover plate and remove the plate. (As the cover plate is 
additionally sealed with glue, lift it up with a screwdriver.) 
The adjusting weights each consist of two locked parts 
- Loosen the locked weights by means of the adjusting 
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pins (belonging to the instruments accessories) and displace 
t hem until the error-free reading of the zenith distance 
appea rs in the reading microscope. (In order to check the 
ci rcle reading replace cover plate for the time being or use 
a refl ecting piece, e. g. white paper instead of the mirror.) 
- Lock the weights again 
After having carried out larger adjustments, check the 
wo rking range of the pendulum os follows: 
- Having the DAHLTA 010 A levelled, rotate the instrument 
in such a way that the telescope objective or eyepiece is 
si tuated above one footscrew 
- Take reading of verticol circle (z0) 

- Tilt instrument by turning the mentioned footscrew and 
at the some time observe through the reading microscope, 
at which zenith distance (z1) the reading remains unchanged 
- Should the difference z1 - z0 be smaller than 4' (Sc) 
or !arger than 6' (12c) loosen locked screws (74), adjust stop 
l imit (75) and tighten lock screws again. 

5.4. Diagram circle 
After carefu l adjustment of the vertical index error and at 
vertical indication of 90° (1009), the point of intersection of 
the two height curves + 10 and - 10 should be on the ver-
tica l line. The precise position of the diagram circle has 
been adjusted by the manufacturers, and maladjustment is 
almost impossible. lf adjustment becomes necessar-t_, never-
t heless, proceed as follows: 
- Unscrew screws of the right cover plate (face left), and 
level instrument precisely according to paragraph 5.1.• 
- Precisely set vertical circle to 90° (1009) 
-- Clamp movements with levers (26 and 28) and remove 
left-hand cover plate. (As the cover plate is additionally 
sealed with glue, lift it up w ith a screwdriver.) 
- Loosen the shining screws (68) by a sma ll amount and 
wi th vertica l circle reading at 90° (1009) and freely swing ing 
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pendulum set the diagram circle into right position by means 
of the eccenter bolt (69) 
- Fasten screws (68) again 
- Fit hole (63) of lever (64) on to bolt (72), end bolt (65) of 
lever (66) into hole (70) 
- Fit eccenter (67) in to follower (71) 
- Screw on lid 
- Check function of clamping levers and knob (27) for mosk -
ing the vertical circle image 
This odjustment should be carried out in a dustfree room. 

5.5. Telescope level (Fig. 23) 

The centre point tangent of the telescope level bubble 
should be parallel to the line of sight. Checkirig by "level-
1 i ng from the centre" : · 
- Set up instrument in point G1 precisely in the middle 
between two fixed points R and V (R = backsight, V= 
foresight). The distance sR = sv is to amount to 40 mm 
(130 ft) approximately 
- Determine the difference in height ,d H = r1 - v1 by level -
ling 
- Set up instrument et point G2, et shortest sighting 
distance from staff at V 
- Take reading v2 at staff in V. Regard this reading as 
correct, and calculate from it the true reading r2 according 
to r2 = V2 + ,d H 
Any deviation of the horizontal cross line from the value in -
dicates non-parallelity of sighting line end centre point tan-
gent. In this case the instrument needs adjustment. 
- Set horizontal cross line on calculated value by turning 
slow-motion screw (24) and center bubble of telescope level 
with odjusting screws (46) 
- f~epeat procedure for checking. 
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Example for calcu lating the true value r2 : 

r1 = 2.423 m 
V1 = 0.936 m 

,d H = r1 - V1 = 1.487 m 
Vs= 1.462 m 

r2 = LI H + v; = 2.949 m 
With the telescope level centred, the vertical circle reading 
should amount to 90° (1009). In other cases, the tel escope 
level is not yet adjusted sufficiently, or the vertical index 
error (paragraph 5.3.2.) is not completely eliminated . 

5.6. Built-in optica! plummet 

The optical ground point plummet is precisely aligned by 
factory adjustment. Checking by turning through 180° (2009) . 
Possible constant remaining errors are compensated by 
calculating the mean of both plummet positions. An adjust-
ment by the user is not recommended. 

5.7. Clamping lever 

The clamping levers for horizontal (26) and vertical (28) 
movement should work in such a way that in clamping posi -
tion the rototable part of the instrument end the telescop e 
are securely held. Excessive pressure is to be avoided . 
Readjust clamping pressure es fallows: 
Clamping lever for horizontal movement (26) 
- Unscrew nipple (61) 
- Loosen screw (60) in clamping position and slightly press 
clamping lever in direction "loosen", At the same time hold 
knurling of the clamping bolt with a screwdriver 
- Fasten screw again end check clamping pressure 
- Repeat procedure until desired clamping pressure has 
been set 
Clamping lever foi telescope tilt (28) 
- Turn nipple (30) with a coin to the right 90° (1009) and 
remove it 
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- Loosen screw (62) in clamping position and slightly press 
c lamping lever in direction "loosen" 
- Fasten screw again and check clamping pressure 
- Repeat procedure until desired clamping pressure has 
been set. 

5.8. Footscrews 

The movement of the footscrews can be regulated with set-
ting nuts (capstan type) . 
- Turn footscrews (16) until holes in capstan nuts are: 
visible 
- Insert adjusting pin in one of the holes and turn until the 
footscrew operates easily but without any play. (Measure-
ment of rotation: 1100 pcm) 
- lf instrument is on tripod loosen attachment screw (20) 
- The points of contact between the footscrews and the 
fork-shaped corners of the spring plate ·(17) should be 
greased slightly from time to time. 

5.9. Centering rod 
- In case of bad maladjustment of the centering rod circu-
lar level, set up instrument in a calm place, level, suspend 
the line plummet, and accurately mark the plummet point 
on the ground 
- Fasten centering rod to the plug-in cylinder of the hook 
- Set the centering rod on marked plummet point, and 
eliminate the bubble displacement of circular level with its 
adj usting screws after having removed the protective cap. 
Slight error permits normal field practice according to 
paragraph 4.2.4. without the line plummet being used. 

5.10. lnterchangeable optical plummel 

- Use footscrews to bring tubular level bubbles of optical 
plummet into centre position 
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- Turn optical plummet through 180° (2009) 
- Eliminate one half of bubble displacement with adjusting 
screws of tubular levels, the other half .with footscrews. 
(Repeat procedure if required.) 
- Precisely mark target point of optical plummet 
- Turn optical plummet through 180° (2009), and eliminate 
one half of deviation with adjusting screws (56) of graticule. 
(Adjusting screws are sealed with wax !) 
- Repeat procedure for checking purposes. 

5.11. Tripod 

Th e hexagonal wrench in the container permits all the 
screws of the tripod to be retightened. 
- Regulate the movement of legs by tightening the three 
hexagonal screws (19} at the bottom side of tripod head so 
that the legs, spread by approximately 0.5 m, will not move 
i ndependently. 
- Secure the fixed connections between wood and metal 
by occasionally retightening the hexagonal screws (under 
the joints (22) and on the inner side of tripod leg ends) . 
- On tripods with telescopic legs tighten the screws of the 
stop s from time to time. 

6. Maintenance 

Maintaining the performance of the DAHLTA010A requires 
careful treatment which is necessary in spite of the foct 
that all sensitive parts of the instrument are weil protected. 
- Th e weather hood protects it against rain and dust in 
case of interruptions 
- Wh en changing position from cold to warm rooms, allow 
the in strument to accom modale slowly in th e closecl container 
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- After use, remove dust with a suitable brush and moisture 
wit h a soft cloth 
- Clean the optica l parts only with a grease-free soft bru sh 
ond, after thi s, with a soft linen cloth 

7. Caplions of illuslralions 

Fig. 1. Self-reducing Tacheom eter DÄHLTA 010 A 
(eyepiece si de) 

Fig. 2. Self-reducing Tacheometer DAHLTA 010 A 
(objecti ve side) 

Fig. 3. DAHL TA 010 A in metol container 
Fig. 4. Telescope field of vision at zenith angle of 90° (1009) 
Fig. 5. Telescope field of vision with staff at zenith angle of 

96° 28' 50" (107.209) 
Fig. 6. Field of vision of the reading microscope, 360° with 

1' scole. V = 256° 52' 00", Hz = 235° 05' 00" 
Fig. 7. Field of vision of the reading microscope, 4009 with 

1 c scale. V = 291.8609, Hz = 372.0809 
Fig . 8. Field of vision of the reading microscope, 360° with 

20" scale. V= 138° 07' 10", Hz= 262° 08' 20" 
Fig. 9. Field of vision of the reading microscope, 360° with 

left-right graduotion. V = 271 ° 05' 00", Hz = 239° 
55' 00" , Hz = 120° 05' 00" 

Fig. 10. Circle setting device and level unit 
Fig. 11 . DAHLTA 010 A with steep sighting prisms and 

illuminating device (flame proof) 
Fig. 12. DAHLTA 010 A with telescope level and tubular 

compa ss 
Fig . 13. DAHLTA 010 A with circular compass 
Fig . 14. DAHLTA0l0A wi th Plotting Tobl e KARTI 250 
Fig. 15. Subtense Bar 2 m 
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Fig . 16. Base b at end of leg 
Fig . 17. Base b in the middle ol leg 
Fig. 18. "Satellite" base b' e ot the end of leg 
Fig. 19. "Satellite" base b' m in the middle ol leg 
Fig. 20. "Satellite" ba se b' m in the middle of leg 
Fig. 21 . Levelling ba se with interchangeable optical 

plummet 
Fig . 22. Tripod with centering rod 
Fig . 23. Adjusting the telescope level 
Fig . 24. Adjusting the clamping lever for horizonta l 

movement 
Fig . 25. Adjusting the clamping lever lor telescope tilt 
Fig. 26. Right cover plate (inside view) 
Fig. 27. Right tel escope support (opened) 
Fig . 28. Left telescope support (opened) 
Fig. 29. Optical plummet; displacement from ground point 
Fig . 30. Optical plummet; displacement from roof point 
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